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THE PIOBAIREACHD SOCIETY

1978 Competitions

A. The Gold Eledal Competition At The Argyllshire Gathering And

The Northern [Meeting

Competitors who are eligible to play in these competitions uill
be required to select and submit four from the following
list of eight tunes.

1c THE BATTLE OF THE BRIDGE OF PERTH
2. THE BIG SPREE
3o THE END OF THE GREAT BRIDGE
4. PATRICK OG FlACCRiriMON ’ S LAI4ENT
5, THE BLUE RIBBON
6, THE EARL OF SEAFORTH'S SALUTE
7, THE riACDOUGALLS' GATHERING
8. THE UAUNTING

Book 1 and K
Book 1 and K
Book 2 and K
Book 3 and K
Book 5 and K
Book 5 and K
Book 5 and K
Book 7 and K

The Argyllshire Gathering Senior Competition And The Gold

Clasp Competition At The Northern Meeting

Competitors will be required to select and submit fiue of the
following list of ten tunes.

1 . THE PRIDE OF BARRA
2, INACDONALD OF KINLOCHFIOIDART ' S LAFIENT

(Tune No 2)
3. The STEUART’S WHITE BANNER
4. riACLEQD OF COLEECK'S LAHENT
5. MACKENZIE OF GAIRLOCH’S LAMENT
6. THE nACLEAN^S HARCH
7. RORY FIACLEOD’S LAFIENT
a. FIRS, riACLEOD OF TALLISKER’S SALUTE
9, PORT URLAR

10, FIACLEOD OF PIACLEOD'S LAMENT

^ ● The. Silver Hedal Competition A t The Northern FIeetinq

Competitors will submit six tunes of their own choice.

The Piobaireachd Societv»s Gold Fledal Competition To Be

Held By The City Of Ottawa

B

Book 5 and K
Book 6 and K

Book 7
Book 10
Book 10
Book 10
Book 11
Book 11
Book 12
k„

Competitors will select and submit four tunes from the list
at A above.

The tunes^listed under A and S are published with editorial notes in
the Piobaireachd Society’s books as indicated, and as well in the
Kilberry Book of Ceol Flor, where marked "K”, with the exception of
FIACLEOD OF PIACLEOD’S LAFiENT, which is only in the latter publication.
Competitors are not restricted to these settings and any other
setting may be played, although the judges may take into
consideration the merits of the setting as well as authenticity
and authority for them.

Altogether different tunes known by the same or similar names uill
not be accepted as alternative settings.

Con’t on next page.



Nothing in this advertisement relates to any conditions that The

Argyllshire Gathering and The Northern Meeting may make for
these competitions. Intending competitors are advised that
they themselves are responsible for checking their eligibility
for entry into the competitions listed at A and B.

For the flusic Committee

3.A. NacLellan (Hon. Secy.)

THE 1/ANC0U\;ER sun, 3ANUARY 6, 1934

FADOUS BALLAD

"ROAD TO THE ISLES"
ORIGINATED IN OLDER AIR

Curiosity has been evinced as to the origin of the popular
song, "The Road to the Isles," which is so frequently sung in
Vancouver over the air by, Ecnest Colton.

The name of the composer is not actually known, but a
number of musical authorities have given the credit to different
writers.

Sir Harold Boulton, editor of "The Songs of the North" and
writer of "The'Skye .Boat Sang,f claimes that it is a native tune
derived from the Hebrides, and that it was first popularized
by a Highland Piper on his practice chanter.

Sir Harold, in a lecture in Edinburgh recently, stated in
addition that the name of the pipe major who invented the tune,
or elaborated it, was Pipe Major Bohn McLellan, H.L.I.

Inquiries sent to McLellan resulted in the substantiation
of this claim, McLellan writing that he remembered quite well
the circumstances under which he wrote the air for this song
in the year 1890,

He had been visiting his home village in Dura, and, at his
mother’s request, played a snatch of a melody known to students
of the pipes as "The Bens of Dura," and from this elaborated
the song we now know as "The Road to the Isles,
compositions which have been based upon it include "The Burning
Sands of Egypt,"
"Stewart March",

Other

The Highland Brigade’s March" and the
by Seb Nellies

c-)v-V<r

VANCOUVER LADIES PIPE BAND

BURNS SUPPER

DANUARY 28th, ST. MARY’S HALL,D0YCE RD.

Tickets- $10.00 Phone 526-6353



BIRLS AND BLOBS

by Seumas HacNeill

Auay back in Day, 1965, D. R, PlacLennan wrote an article

entitled "Uhere haue all the birls gene?
the modern professional pipers were careless in their playing
of many of the important doublings, and particularly in playing
the birls. .Me,.pointed out that at the start of "Bonnie Ann"
the first birl "

His worry was that

is mushed with no G gtacenote and the low
G is struck first from the B, It sounds Atrocious."

After years of observing this phenomenon I have reached the

inescapable ccnclusion—and D.R. will probably not like this—that
the fault lies with cur soldiery. The source of the rotten birls
is the Scots Guards book.

e ● ●

The explanation is quite simple. It goes in three stages like

The birl from low A, as at the end of many marches for
example is written as followsS““

this s“
1 .

2. When the writers of the tunes came to a birl, sometimes they
got it right, but very often they apparently said to themselves,
"Oh, a birl—that’s that thing in the last bar of  a march."

And so they stuck down the three gracenotes tied together,

3, For years now young people have been accurate readers of
music—more accurate than those responsible for the S.G.
book, When these young learners saw

they played exactly what is there—-from the B note, they played

first of all a low G, then lifted the little finger for a low
A, and finally hit it again once on the chanter.

Now just to keep the record straight, a birl consists of four
''gracenotes““low A, low G, low A, low G““followed by a low A note,

IN EUERY CASE this has to produced by sounding a low A and then
striking the low A hole twice quickly with the little finger.

The movement, no matter which is the starting note, should
be played

Of course some people prefer to play a G gracenote on the
birl, which simply means that their birl is written



Again the starting note is not important-—the birl is always
written the same uay„

Ihe QN'LY occasion when a birl is written with three

played from low A~“and that is only
low A gracenote is absorbed in the starting low

It might be a much
with the four gracenotas
on it) no matter what the

Then from low A the

gracenotes is when it is
because the
A note.

otter
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shartino note isc
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i.an always to write the birl

you make a G gracenote
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cause any co:-, fusion „
to produce the first low A

It can be looked on as

O 1 I c C

gracenote nead r’.ct
a tied note.

As a matter of fact
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on D which appears in tine fourth
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Tin a re the thro on D

my Pearston and I were writing
matter ir> connection with the throw
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from a low G note, but

gracenote of the throw, because
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;ots Guards book goes
such circumstances

Put that is material for another

 comes
‘..2
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otherwise it wou1d

And that is anoi
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low
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place where the S
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1 e a y i r- gwrong
produces another qhastTv error,
article,

A glance at ■';ne 3
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so
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“The Highland Uedding'' in
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Strar . jeiy enough by the time the
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the sameone a.'^ain gives o
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because this is a tun o
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usually leirned at a
in oar one of the fi

same in bar fije,
which f
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Drr Ewing,
very early stage
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lem because the
low A, In the second part of

find the blob
ri iB third part has

rather suspect that
being pi t on it,

dhen we pass to strathspeyri the situation bee
The second part of ■■Arniston Castle^'
"Atholl Cummers”

appear except from
Donald Cameron" however ue

one, three and five,
written, but wa
a G gracenote is

appearing again in b

omes even wor

ars
the birl correctly

it is only because this time

se,
is an absolute disaster,

,  , ^ . Blair Drummond" gives us a
bl ob cn tise second bar of the first part,

Delvinside ' and ‘’Tulloc ■' Germ” continue the devilish work of
instructing the piper tr, Jo blobs i rom B and C.

is almost as bad and ;r

c;

ConH on next page



The Grey Bob” has blobs from
where the birl is written

The reels show no improvement. "
B and E every time—except in one case
properly from E, but the low A note following the birl has
been missed out.

The fourth part of "Pretty flarion" continues the bad work,
but the recital of mistakes becomes monotonous.

D.R. nacLennan recognised and drew attention to the problem
over a decade ago. Since then the situation has become worse-"
in my opinion for the reasons given above. Uhat then can be done
about it? Uell, for a start I think all teachers should check
carefully the score before teaching a new tune to  a pupil, and
ensure that the blobs are amended to birls on every occasion.
Thereafter it is largely a matter of eternal vigilance to
ensure that there is no back-sliding,

Budges can let it be known that even the authority of the Scots
Guard book is not enough to save a blob from condemnation, and
in most cases the loss of a prize. Competitions are so close
nowadays that it would be fair to count the blob as a major
error.

Reprinted by the kind permission from the Dune issue of the
Piping Times.

As a person who has done a fair amount of Budging and casual
listening I can heartily agree with th^ fine article,
is one movement that receives abuse at the hands (Fingers) of a
piper the birl is remarkably to the fore. All young pipers please
take note and study how the movement is written and played.

If there

Ed
.'-/C●.rv.'

DECEMBER GENERAL flEETING
KNOCKOUT & TRIO COnPETITIQN

The next General meeting will be held in the Scottish
Auditorium Friday evening 8 p.m. 2nd of December 1977,

After the General meeting there will be a short interlude
for the usual refreshments, followed by the Trio Competition
and the individual competition. Dec. 2nd the Trio's will be
from Haney Legion vs Abbotsford Legion and my guess is that it
will be a close competition.

The Solo event will feature Hal Senyk vs David Wilson
and Gordon flacDonald vs Ian Whitelaw

As our readers can see we should be in for a very pleasant
evening of piping again.

Ed.



RESULTS OF KNOCKOUT & TRIO COMPETITION HELD NOW. 4th, 1977

There uas quite a large and enthusiastic audience to greet
the competitors at the individual knockout and trio competition,
held in the Scottish Auditorium 12 and Fir on the 4tlb of IMou.
First to play, uere the Trio's with Triumph St. Emerging the
winners, over Victoria,
indeed.

Both trio's were very well received
Next came the individual 10--12 min, medley with

Graham Davidson getting the nod over Bill Flossie, and Steve
Geddes the winner over Dimmie Uatt, This Competition went
over very well with the audience treating the pipers with the
utmost courtesy (as it should be) I gotuthe feeling that "old
devil" nerves played a few hands in that first knockout Round,
but as it was the first round, perhaps it can be expected, and
I  am sure that we haven't heard the best from these lads yet.
All in all it turned out a very good night .indeed with fine
selectins from Hal Senyk, and varios other notable Pipers,
not forgetting wee Pauline ..Alakija who was our lead off
piper in the impromtu piping.

RESULTS OF BI-T10NTHLY COFIPETITION

HELD SAT, 10,30 a,m, NOU 5th AT THE SCOTTISH AUDITORIUFl

Once again there was a very gratifying turnout on Saturday
morning, both from a competitors point of view and as a
spectator. As I stated in the last newsletter, it is a very
enjoyable way to spend a Saturday morning, between 10.30 a.m.
and 12.30 p,m,

Eventual Uinners Uere;

Chanter Class Ouvenile

Judge Angus McPherson
1. Brenda Lowden

2, Gordon Pollock
3, Gordon Redmond
4, Darlene Mihariia

Ounior

Oudge Graham Davidson
1, Geordie Mck Young
2. Pauline Alakija

Sen, A mat eg r

Oudge Angus McPherson
1, Bruce Gandy
2, Peter Aumonier

3c Sack Eckersley

Our thanks go out to our two young judges who once again
did a splendid job dressed-,f'the traditional manner, and to
the varios members who helped to run off the competition.

Oudge Oack Lee

Novice_
Oudge Graham Davidson
1, Cameron Alakija
2, Charlene Ogilvie
3, Barbara MacKinnon
4, Elizabeth MacKinnon

1 . Roy Alakija

Notice
There will be ino bi--mon'Fhly competition in December,



THE TRIUEIPH STREET PIPE BAND

presents

THE UESTCOAST INDOOR PIPE BAND CHAFIPIONSHI PS

(THE 6th ANNUAL T.S.P.B. CONTEST)

Saturday, december 10
Scottish Auditorium
12th Avenue and Fir St,
l/ancouver
11 am

EVENTS; (to take place in the order listed)

Ceilidh Follouing
Granduieu Legion
6th Awe, and Commercial

Vancouver
Dancing 9-1

1 . Novice Drumming

Amateur Drumming - Narch, Strathspey and Reel
Senior Amateur Drumming ~ Flusical Selection (medley)
Professional Drumming ~ Musical Selection (medley)
Ounior Trios (18 and under) ~2/4 March (2 part) Slow March, DIG
Senior Trios " 6/8 March, Slou March, Hornpipe
Novice Ouvenile Miniature Bands - 4-6 minute medley
Grade 3 Miniature Bands - 5-7 minute medley
Grade 2 Miniature Bands - 5-7 minute medley
Grade 1 Miniature Bands

Open Miniature Bands -

March

- 5-7 minute medley
Slow Air, 6/8 March

2.
3.
4.
5.
6 ● -
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .

Drum Corps, Bass Drumming, Tenor Drumming, and Marching
and Deportment will be judged during the band contest,

Drau for order of play of bands will take place at 12;30,
Time of play uill be announced at this time,

RULES; A miniature band shall consist of 6 pipers, 2 side drummers,
1  tenor and 1 bass. Bands fielding less than the required
number will be penalized 2 points per members short.

The contest uill be governed by UPBA Rules,

PRIZES; Drumming and trio events uill be auarded first, second and
third prizes unless there are feuer than 4 entries in uhich case
there uill be one less prize than the number of competitors.

I  :

PRIZE MONEY;

Open Slou Air 6/8" SlOO
Professional Drumming; 1st $50 2nd $25 3rd $15

Grade 1. Grade 2 Grade 3 Ouv,Bands; Nov,

$400
$300
$200

$300
$150

1st,
2nd,
3rd,

$200
$100

$100
$ 50

$ 75 $ 50 $ 25

Note;

than the number of entries uill be auarded.
In the event of feuer than 4 entries, one less prize

conft on next page



ENTRY FEE; ( make all cheques payable to the Triumph Street Pipe

Band)

Amateur Drumming (all classes) .00

Professional Drumming S2.00
Trios |2,00
Bandsi Grades 1 and 2 SlO.OO. Grade 3 and Ouu. Now. ©5,00.

(notes band entry entitles band to play both
medley and Slou Air 6/8)

ENTRY FORFIs All entries must be receiwed by the competition
secretary no later than December 1.
scheduling ue uould appreciate no field entries.

Hal Senyk (253-1743)
2771 Adanac Street

Uancouwer, B.C, 1/5K 2fl1

(It is not necessary to enter on an official entey form.)

Please Enter; Name of Band;

Address;

In order to facilitate

Hail Entries to ;

E w e n t-//-

The band will will not ^be playing in Slou Air- 6/8 Contest,

Event --!rPlease Enter; Solo Drummer

Address

Please Enter; Trio,Name Event 7^ ^ _

Address

Entry Fee Enclosed ©

LOST BAND EQUIPMENT

Any person uith pipe band uniforms and side Drums belonging
to the British Ex-Servicemen's Pipe Band or knouing anyone
uith these items, please contact;

M. liiilson

M. Parsons 526-7228

939-4502 or

UANTED

Tuo Piper's Plaids, Andent Murray of Atholl Tartan, and Tuo
Crossbelts.

Contact Charles Irvine Phone-522-3389
.'J-.v,,tv-

WANTEDi i > *

Pipers i Drummers for the Vancouver Ladies Pipe Band,
interested phone 526-6353 or 526-9166

Anyone
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